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Moody Publishers. Paperback. Book Condition: New. Paperback. 120 pages. Dimensions: 8.3in. x
5.2in. x 0.4in.and lt;P and gt;Matthew was the gospel written to the Jews in order to answer their
questions regarding Jesus of Nazereth and His claim to be their Messiah. Perhaps youve asked
some of the same questions: Was he truly the Messiah predicted in the Old Testament Why didnt He
establish His promised kingdom on earth Will this kingdom ever be a reality These subjects are
thoroughly explored in this self-study guide along with other topics, including the Sermon on the
and nbsp;Mount and the Olivet Discourse. and lt;BR and gt; and lt;BR and gt;The books in the
Jensen Bible Self-Study Guide series are designed to provide you with a broader understanding of
Gods Word. Offering historical context and background, author information, charts, and other
helps, these books will equip you with a comprehensive reference tool youll return to often. Each
study includes an opportunity for analysis, response, and further study in a response-oriented
format. The thirty-nine books in this series are suitable for both personal and group use. and lt;P
and gt; and lt;P and gt; and lt;BR and gt; and nbsp; and lt;P and gt;...
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ReviewsReviews

Undoubtedly, this is actually the finest work by any writer. It is really basic but excitement within the fi y percent of your publication. Your way of life
period is going to be enhance as soon as you comprehensive looking over this ebook.
-- Matt Maggio-- Matt Maggio

The book is fantastic and great. it was writtern really perfectly and useful. I discovered this pdf from my i and dad suggested this book to learn.
-- Dr. Cordie Upton III-- Dr. Cordie Upton III
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